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 Data mining approach has been successfully implemented in higher 
education and emerge as an interesting area in educational data mining 
research. The approach is intended for identification and extraction of new 

and potentially valuable knowledge from the data. Predictive model 
developed using supervised data mining approach can derive conclusion on 
students' academic success. The ability to predict student’s performance can 
be beneficial for innovation in modern educational systems. The main 
objective of this paper is to develop predictive models using classification 
algorithm to predict student’s performance at selected university in Malaysia. 
The prediction model developed can be used to identify the most important 
attributes in the data. Several predictive modelling techniques of K-Nearest 
Neighbor, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree and Logistic Regression Model 

models were used to predict student’s performance whether excellent or non-
excellent.  Based on accuracy measure, precision, recall and ROC curve, 
results show that the Naïve Bayes outperform other classification algorithm.  
The Naïve Bayes reveals that the most significant factors contributing to 
prediction of excellent students is when the student scores A+ and A in 
Multivariate Analysis; A+, A and A- in SAS Programming and A, A- and B+ 
in ITS 472. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Currently, universities are working in a very complex and highly competitive environment. One of 

the high quality university criteria is based on its excellent record of academic achievements. Hence, in 

higher learning institutions, student’s performance is an important part to be focus by the management of the 

university. Ability to predict the student performance using data mining (DM) has received much  

attention [1-10]. Though predicting the student’s performance is a complex task due to the increase in the 

number of data available relating to student’s academic results in higher learning institution, data mining 

application can help the academic management systems to investigate and identify group of excellent 

students and group of dropped out students from the university.   

The data mining technique is important in higher learning institution as studies on existing 

prediction method is still insufficient to identify the most suitable methods to predict student’s achievement 
in particular courses. With the accurate data mining techniques prediction algorithm, it can help to identify 

the most important attributes in contributing to student’s performance. Higher institutions can gain deep and 

thorough knowledge to enhance its lesson plan, assessment, evaluation planning and decision-making based 

on the finding obtained.  DM offers many techniques such as predictive models, classification, association 

and many others [8, 11].  
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Thus, the aim of this research paper is to develop predictive models using classification algorithm to 

predict student’s performance into excellent or non-excellent students depending on the results of their 

academic performance via educational data mining. Four classifiers such as Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes, K-

Nearest Neighbour, Logistic Regression are adopted in predicting the student performance and categorized 

them either excellent or non-excellent. In this case, RapidMiner tool is utilized for the model building process 

to evaluate students’ performance for data classification. In reviewing literature on predicting student’s 

performance, there are two main factors being highlighted which are attributes and prediction methods. There 

are lots of research investigating the attributes that have been frequently used in predicting student’s 

performance. The commonly used attributes is CGPA and internal assessment. CGPA is the most important 

attribute used by researcher [12] to determine the performance of the students while internal assessment such 
as quizzes, test and attendance were also used by researchers [13-14]. 

The next important attributes used is demographic such as gender [15-16] and external assessment 

which identify the marks or grade obtained for a particular subject [14, 17]. There is also other researcher that 

use physcometric factor such as interest to predict student performance [15] and performance in examination.  

The second part of literature in student performance prediction is about the prediction method. In 

data mining, prediction modelling is usually being used in predicting student’s performance. The techniques 

can vary from classification, regression or categorization [17]. The most popular one is classification 

algorithms under predictive modelling techniques such as Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, K-NN, Neural 

Network, Logistic Regression model and many others can be seen used by many researchers [8, 11, 18]. 

Several works focus on comparing these techniques particularly in predicting student performance. [17] 

conducted a meta-analysis and proposed a systematical literature review using data mining techniques in 
predicting student performance which identifies that Neural Network and Decision Tree are two highly used 

methods. [19] also use data mining techniques to explore ten variables that may influence dropout of students 

in an online program using 10-fold cross-validation technique. Work by [20] adopts classifiers such as 

Decision Tree, Bayesian, K-Nearest Neighbour, Rule learners to predict students’ performance based on their 

personal and pre-university characteristics. On the other hand, [21] proposed a model of student performance 

predictors by using classification techniques which resulted to be satisfactory with overall accuracy of the 

tested classifiers is above 60%. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

In this study the steps involved in methodology for developing predictive model using data mining 

is implemented following the CRISP-DM (Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) model [22]. 
The CRISP-DM process is a cyclic approach which consists of six steps as in Figure 1. The first step is 

understanding business activities and problems where the process involves transforming the business 

problem of predicting students’ performance into data mining problem. Then, the second steps involved data 

analysis including collection and familiarization of raw data. Next, data preparation. The fourth step is data 

modeling which involved several predictive algorithms were developed including K-NN, Naïve Bayes, 

Decision Tree and Logistic Regression Model. After the models have been developed, next last step is model 

evaluation and deployment.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The CRISP-DM Model in educational data mining 
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2.1. Data Description  

The data of undergraduate students of Bachelor of Science in Statistics programme has been 

selected from Faculty of Computer and Mathematical Sciences at Universiti Teknologi MARA Cawangan 

Kelantan and Universiti Teknologi MARA Cawangan Negeri Sembilan. We obtained the program study plan 

and courses conducted for three-year study plan with two semesters for every year which total up to six 

semesters. This research only focuses on the core courses offered by the programme as it dominates the study 

plan which in turn gives great impact to the final grade point average (CGPA). Hence, the transcript data 

were collected with authorize permission from Examination Department of the university. We collected 631 
transcripts from year 2013 to 2016 for students who have completed their academic degrees. Each student 

record has the following attributes: student name, student ID, gender, final CGPA, and all the courses 

enrolled by the students including the course’ grade. The target and input variables involved in this study are 

presented in Table 1.  

  

 

Table 1. Description of Variables 
Attribute Description Possible Values 

PERFORM Students Performance {Excellent, Not-Excellent} 

STA 500 Nonparametric Statistics {A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C- D+, D, D-, E, F} 

MAT 523 Linear Algebra II {A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C- D+, D, D-, E, F} 

ITS 472 Database Management Systems {A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C- D+, D, D-, E, F} 

STA 550  Sampling Methods {A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C- D+, D, D-, E, F} 

QMT 556 Quantitative Financial Management {A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C- D+, D, D-, E, F} 

STA 560  Statistical Inference {A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C- D+, D, D-, E, F} 

STA 570 Time Series Analysis & Forecasting {A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C- D+, D, D-, E, F} 

STA 600 Intermediate Regression Analysis {A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C- D+, D, D-, E, F} 

STA 610 SAS/R Programming {A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C- D+, D, D-, E, F} 

STA 640 Experimental Design & Analysis of Variance {A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C- D+, D, D-, E, F} 

STA 680 Applied Multivariate Analysis {A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C- D+, D, D-, E, F} 

 

 

In data preparation phase, we applied pre-processing technique for the collected data to prepare the 

data for mining purposes. The data was cleaned to ensure no missing value that above 50% and no unwanted 

values exist in the data set. Some irrelevant attributes were also eliminated. We also removed any data related 

to the preparatory year. Then we re-arranged the data so that student has the following attributes: ID, CGPA 

every semester and the course grade student for the duration of 2013 to 2016. In the final step, the numerical 

attributes were discretized to categorical ones. The target variable, CGPA group is coded into three groups: 1 

= Excellent and 2=Not-Excellent. The distribution of the dataset according to the CGPA group is shown in 

Figure 1. Same as the student’s grade in each course is coded into: A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C-, D+, D, E 

and F. Next, the data was partitioned into training and testing set. The purpose of partitioning the data is to 
test on the performance of the model. In training set, the k-NN, Naives Bayes, Decision Tree and Logistic 

Regression model were developed to predict the students’ performance. While in testing set, the models 

performance was measured. Rapid Miner 8.3 software was used to build the decision tree model. 

 

2.2. Data Mining Method 

Data mining is a business process for exploring large amountof data to discover meaningful patterns 

and rules [23]. It involved computational method which is has been successfully applied in many areas. Data 

mining techniques mostly used to build a model for prediction, classification of ndata into categories or to 

discover any menaingfull hidden pattern and relationships in the observed data. Hence, this can be done using 

algorithms of the data mining which are divided into two basic categories: i) unsupervised algorithms and ii) 

supervised algorithms. The task of unsupervised algorithm is to discover underlying patterns in the data 
without knowing the target variable. A method of clustering and association rules belongs to this group. 

While supervised algorithms are data mining algorithm that meant for building models with known target and 

are constructed to predict the class to which unknown data will belong. The most common methods of 

classifications are: decision trees, induction rules or classification rules, probabilistic or Bayesian networks, 

neural networks and hybrid procedures. In this study we investigated the impact of four algorithms: k-NN, 

Naive Bayes, Decision Tree and Logistics Regression. 

 

2.2.1. K-NN Algorithm 

K-NN algorithm is one of well-known classification methods. This algorithm classifies objects 

based on closes training examples in the feature space. The closeness is defined in terms of a distance metric 

called Euclidean distance. Thus, the object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbor with the object 
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being assigned to the class most common among its k nearest neighbors. The best choice of k depends upon 

the data. 

 

2.2.2. Naïve Bayes  Algorithm 

Naïve Bayes is a method for classification based on the theory of probability [24, 25]. It is a 

statistical classifier which predicts class membership probabilities in which the probability of a given sample 

belongs to a particular class. Bayesian classifier is based on Bayes’ theorem calculate the posterior 

probability 𝑃(𝐻|𝑿), from 𝑃(𝐻), 𝑃(𝑿|𝐻) and 𝑃(𝑿) as follow [24] (Han et al., 2012): 𝑃(𝐻|𝑿)=𝑃(𝑿|𝐻)𝑃(𝐻)𝑃(𝑿). 

In this study, the output is the likelihood of an excellent student (1= excellent, 0 = not excellent). 

 

2.2.3. Decision Tree 

The decision tree models developed in this study are based on splitting criteria of Gini and 

Information Gain (Entropy). The first splitting criteria is Gini which is one of the most popular splitting 

criterions since it is also being used by biologist and ecologist. Gini gives probability those two items chosen 

at random from a population in the similar class. The measures of node in the Gini is the sum of squares of 

the pro-portions of the classes in the node and a perfectly pure node has a Gini score of 1 Gini index of a pure 

table consist of single class is zero because the probability is 1 and 1 – 12 = 0. The index also reached 

maximum values when all classes in the table have equal probability.  The higher value of reduction in Gini 

Index implies that a feature is a better candidate in the classification task.  

The second decision tree model is based on Information Gain (Entropy). Entropy reduction is also 

known as information gain splitting criterion. Entropy of a pure table (consist of single class) is zero because 
the probability is 1 and log (1) = 0. Entropy reaches maximum value when all classes in table have equal 

probability [18]. The information gain defines purity in a similar way as machine learning does. This means 

that if leaf is entirely pure then it is described as the classes in the leaf. On the other hand, if leaf is highly 

impure, then it is complicated. Perfectly pure note of entropy has lower score which is zero. The higher value 

Entropy indicates preference of feature for discrimination of class value. For example, if feature separates the 

two classes completely, it has the most Information Gain and is the best feature for classification. 

 

2.2.4. Logistic Regression 

Logistic regression studies the association between dichotomous dependent variables and a set of k 

independent variables in which the independent variables are used to estimate the outcome of the dependent 

variables (Hosmer, Lemeshow and Sturdivant, 2013). The probability of event Y=1 denoted as p is obtained 
as follows: 

 

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 = ln (
𝑝

1−𝑝
) =𝛽𝑜 + 𝛽1𝑋  

 

The goal is to estimate the probability that an event occur, p. In this study, a method called 

maximum likelihood is used to find the best‐fit line for logistic regression. 

 

2.3. Performance Evaluation 

To evaluate the classifier, this study performs 10-fold cross validation by splitting the data set 

randomly into 10 subsets of training and testing size. Then, the performance measures were calculated. 

Results produced by these prediction models were compared using classification table in which it provides 
Accuracy, Misclassification Rate, Sensitivity, Specificity and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) 

Chart. 10-fold cross validation is used for comparison with baseline methods for performance evaluation. 

Each performance evaluation parameters are defined as follows. 

a. Accuracy is the closeness of a measurement of a quantity to the quantity’s true. 

b. Sensitivity is the true positive (TP) rate which is the probability of detecting a true outcome. It is the 

proportion of positive cases that are correctly identified.  

c. Specificity is the true negative (TN) rate which is the probability of detecting a false outcome. It is the 

proportion of negative cases that are correctly identified.  

d. ROC chart of a model shows the trade-off between True Positive and True Negative. For any increases of 

true positive rate will occur at the cost of false positive rate, ROC curve able to show the accuracy of the 

prediction model for every possible threshold of predicted probabilities. The vertical axis represents the 
TP rate whereas the horizontal axis represents the FP. As the TP rate increase, the FP rate will increase as 

well. However, the area under the curve (AUC) will indicate the accuracy of the model. As a bigger AUC 

indicates lower increment of FP rate when compare to a larger increment of TP for every increment of 

predicted probability threshold. 
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3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this paper, the classification of excellent student was performed using the supervised data mining 

predictive model based on k-NN, DT, NB and Logistic Regression Model. 10-fold cross validation was 

performed to validate each classifier. When the test was completed, the average performance on the test was 

computed to determine the accuracy of the model developed. We first present the results of k-NN model. 

The resulting 10-fold cross-validation of k-NN classifier was performed at different k value to find 

the best k value that can measure the best accuracy. In general, cross validation has been proved tobe 

statistically good enough in evaluating the performance of the classifier. As referring to Figure 2, the best k 
that can achieved highest accuracy is with 9-NN classifier. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. 10-fold cross validation accuracy levels of k-NN classifier for different k values 

 

 

The decision tree model using GINI and Information Gain algorithm were alsoimplemented on the 

data and the results of the classification are presented in Table 2. Referring to Table 2, Information Gain 
algorithm has correctly classified about 82.15% for the 10-fold cross validation testing while Gini Decision 

Tree algorithm offer a lower rate classification of about 80.15%. The precision of Information Gain is high 

for Excellent class (78.61%) and Non-Excellent class (83.78%) compare to GINI with 75.25% and 83.78% 

for Excellent and Non-Excellent class respectively. 

 

 

Table 2. Classification results for Decision Tree-algorithm 
 DT - Information Gain DT – GINI 

Precision Precision 

Excellent 78.61 75.25 

Non-Excellent 83.78 83.78 

Overall Accuracy 82.15 80.15 

 

 

Hence, comparing this two Decision Tree algorithm; Information Gain and GINI, Information Gain 
performed better. By applying pre-pruning with minimal gain of 0.01 and minimal leaf size of 3, it produces 

a classification tree of 19 nodes and 16 leaves. Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the screenshot of decision tree 

using Information Gain results. 
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Figure 3. Decision Tree using Information Gain 

 

 

Tree  

STA680_6 = A: Excellent {Excellent=100, Non-Excellent=23} 

STA680_6 = A+: Excellent {Excellent=7, Non-Excellent=1} 

STA680_6 = A- 

|   STA610_5 = A: Excellent {Excellent=21, Non-Excellent=4} 

|   STA610_5 = A-: Non-Excellent {Excellent=10, Non-Excellent=20} 

|   STA610_5 = B: Excellent {Excellent=3, Non-Excellent=3} 

|   STA610_5 = B+: Non-Excellent {Excellent=8, Non-Excellent=23} 

STA680_6 = B: Non-Excellent {Excellent=18, Non-Excellent=93} 

STA680_6 = B+ 

|   ITS472_3 = A: Excellent {Excellent=4, Non-Excellent=0} 

|   ITS472_3 = A-: Excellent {Excellent=14, Non-Excellent=4} 
|   ITS472_3 = B: Non-Excellent {Excellent=7, Non-Excellent=26} 

|   ITS472_3 = B+: Excellent {Excellent=11, Non-Excellent=10} 

|   ITS472_3 = B-: Non-Excellent {Excellent=3, Non-Excellent=22} 

|   ITS472_3 = C: Non-Excellent {Excellent=1, Non-Excellent=2} 

|   ITS472_3 = C+: Non-Excellent {Excellent=1, Non-Excellent=9} 

STA680_6 = B-: Non-Excellent {Excellent=5, Non-Excellent=71} 

STA680_6 = C: Non-Excellent {Excellent=1, Non-Excellent=35} 

STA680_6 = C+: Non-Excellent {Excellent=1, Non-Excellent=44} 

The results for the performance of selected classification algorithms (Accuracy, Precision and 

Recall) are summarized and presented in Table 3. 

 
 

Table 3. Comparison of Model Accuracy 
No. Model Percentage Accuracy Precision Recall 

1 K-NN 84.80 73.39 84.65 

2 Naives Bayes 89.26 85.38 84.19 

3 DT – Information Gain 82.15 78.61 68.37 

4 DT – Gini 80.99 75.25 69.30 

5 Logistic Regression (LR) 85.28 79.72 78.60 

 
 

The achieved results reveal that the Naïve Bayes classifier perform best (with the highest overall 

accuracy) followed by LR, K-NN, DT Information Gain and DT GINI. All classifier tested are performing 

with overall accuracy above 80% which means the error rate is low and predictions are reliable. The 

detection of sensitivities of Naive Bayes, LR, DT Information Gain, DT GINI and k-NN, were 85.4%, 

79.7%, 78.6%, 75.3% and 73.4% respectively.  
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Receiver operating Characteristics (ROC) curve is also used for the evaluation of classification 

algorithm. The ROC Curve measure the performance of the model by plotting the true positive rates against 

false positive rates. A test with perfect discrimination has ROC plot that passes through the upper test corner 

(100% sensitivity, 100% specificity). According to ROC curve in Figure 5, it can be found that the Naïve 

Bayes classifier is the best classifier as the ROC curve is the approaching 1. Hence, the results indicate Naïve 

Bayes performs very well in predicting the performance of the student. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Comparison of ROC Curve for Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, k-NN and Logistic Regression Model 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, four supervised data mining algorithms were applied on the students performance data 

to predict student performance either excellent or non-excellent based on predictive accuracy. It has also been 

indicated that a good classifier model has to be both accurate and comprehensible [26, 27]. In this study, 

several predictive modelling technique of data mining approach were applied predict the student 

performance. The results indicate that the Naïve Bayes classifier outperformed other algorithm compared to 

Decision Tree, k-NN, and Logistic Regression with accurate and comprehensive classifier. This is in 

accordance with the findings by [20] that found Naïve Bayes model is outperforming other predictive model 
with higher accuracy rate. This study has proved that student performance prediction is important to be 

conducted for the university to improve their teaching performance. Some high influence attribute to predict 

student performance can be considered by the university to plan further action for improvement. The study 

can be further extended to predict student’s performance of other courses using other attributes. 
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